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10 Worst Popes of all time
- Oddee https://www.oddee.com/item_96537.aspx
Jan 09, 2009 · Benedict IX was Pope from 1032 to 1044, again in 1045, and finally from 1047 to 1048, the only man to have served as Pope for three discontinuous periods, and one of the most controversial Popes ...

This chronological list of popes corresponds to that given in the Annuario
Pontificio under the heading "I Sommi Pontefici Romani" (The Supreme Pontiffs of Rome), excluding those that are explicitly indicated as antipopes. Published every year by the Roman Curia, the Annuario Pontificio no longer identifies popes ...

**Western Schism - Wikipedia**
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Schism

The Western Schism, also known as the Papal Schism, the Vatican Standoff, the Great Occidental Schism, or the Schism of 1378 (Latin: Magnum schisma occidentale, Ecclesiae occidentalis schisma), was a split within the Catholic Church lasting from 1378 to 1417 in which bishops residing in Rome and Avignon both claimed to be the true pope, and were joined by a third line of Pisan popes ...

**popes cardinals and war the**
Pope Francis has not forgotten the Syrian people and the Christians there who continue to witness to the faith, said Cardinal Leonardo Sandri.

**vatican official: bombs have not destroyed faith of syria’s christians**
Cardinal Sandri will spend a full eight days in the Middle Eastern country, with stops in Damascus, Tartous, Homs, Yabroud, Maaloula, and Aleppo.

**vatican cardinal visits syria in 10th year of civil war**
Cardinal Eugene Tisserant was a librarian who knew more than 10 languages, advised multiple popes, and held key Vatican positions.

**yad vashem: vatican librarian cardinal tisserant made heroic efforts to save jews**
Pope St. John Paul II was born Karol Jozef Wojtyla, in the polish town of Wadowice, on May 18, 1920. He was the youngest of three children. His mother died when he was 9, his brother Edmund, when ...
kicked American Catholic because of his role on the pope’s council of cardinals tasked with reforming church governance, has called

the pope francis revolution is coming to america
Saint John XXIII’s Story
Although few people had as great an impact on the 20th century as Pope John XXIII, he avoided the limelight as much as possible. Indeed, one writer has noted that his “ordinar

saint pope john xxiii
In 1995, 45,000 pounds of ornate vaulted ceiling composed of thick 19th century plaster collapsed into the main body and sanctuary of Saint Teresa Church on the Lower East Side. It penetrated through

bishop recounts structural, spiritual work at saint teresa’s
Auxiliary Bishop Witold Mroziewski of the Diocese of Brooklyn was among an estimated 8,000 people at the beatification Mass of Blessed Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński last month in Warsaw, Poland.

Now, he

local polish catholics have special focus on new, beloved ‘blessed’
Almanacs are full of lists of global and national historic events. But “This Day in History” feature invites you to not just peruse a list, but to take a trip back in time to see how a significant

this day in history, october 16: radical abolitionist john brown leads raid on the us arsenal at harpers ferry in western virginia
Operating in the devastating footprint of World War I by Pope Francis to lead the Archdiocese of Washington, a role with proximity to the conference. In his new role, Cardinal Gregory has

can the u.s. bishops be saved from partisan politics?
The Spanish Church played an important political role in the 1936-1939 civil war was conducted by Cardinal Angelo Amato and a recorded video message from Pope Francis was played to the
catholic church beatifies 522 priests and nuns killed by republicans in the spanish civil war
AS THE Roman Catholic Church’s synodal process gets under way worldwide, questions are being asked in Europe about the current campaign against clerical sex abuse, and the methods and motives

rc bishops in europe react to abuse crisis
Long criticised for shielding its own, the Vatican is suddenly conducting trials at a frequency without precedent for the city-state.

vatican city has three jail cells, one prisoner, and a surge of people on trial
Karekin II also thanked Pope Francis for his support to the Armenian people and Armenia during the war. The Armenian delegation then met with Vatican’s Secretary of State, Cardinal Petro Parolin.

catholicos, pope discuss post-war situation in armenia, karabakh
There are 76 days left in the year. Today’s Highlight in

History: On Oct. 16, 1859, radical abolitionist John Brown led a raid on the U.S. arsenal at Harpers Ferry in what was then a part of western

this day in history
On Oct. 16, 1859, radical abolitionist John Brown led a raid on the U.S. arsenal at Harpers Ferry in what was then a part of western Virginia. (Ten of Brown’s men were killed and five escaped. Brown

herald & review almanac for oct. 16
Though Cardinal Joseph Coutts retired from his role as Archbishop of Karachi earlier this year, he continues being a strong voice in favor of the Pakistan’s minorities – both Christians and Hindus.

pakistan cardinal says homeland has ‘the good, the bad, and the ugly’
The Vatican on Tuesday rolled out its latest "Click to Pray" app, offering a personal planner among new functions for what it hopes will be an improved digital "praying experience" in a fast-paced
click to pray 2.0 - vatican app gets up close and personal with god
This fictional portrait of Henry VIII’s scheming aide Thomas Cromwell — the first volume in a trilogy — won the Man Booker Prize in 2009.

review: ‘wolf hall,’ by hilary mantel
By Maria Power (*) – Pope Francis has delivered a message to the It is the third encyclical since Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio took the name Francis on his election to the papacy in March

fratelli tutti: pope francis delivers new teaching aimed at healing divisions in the face of coronavirus
Dos Santos played an important role in the peace agreement brokered by Sant’Egidio in 1992 that ended Mozambique’s long civil war. Pope John Paul II made Dos Santos a cardinal in 1988.

nuncio to the United States, said when he met Pope Francis at the Vatican Sept. 6, the pope asked him to remain in

u.s. nuncio says he’ll stay, helps prepare for synod, biden-pope meeting
Cardinal Dos Santos played an important role in the peace agreement brokered by Sant’Egidio in 1992 that ended Mozambique’s long civil war. Pope John Paul II made Dos Santos a cardinal in 1988.

first mozambique-born cardinal dies at age of 97
The Catholicos of All Armenians also thanked Pope Francis for the support provided to Armenia and Armenian people during the war. Afterwards, the delegation led by His Holiness Karekin II met with

catholicos of all armenians meets with pope francis, emphasizes pows issue
EDITOR’S NOTE: As the Roman Catholic Church prepares to elect a successor to Pope Benedict XVI, The Associated Press is profiling
key cardinals century civil war between the government

sri lanka cardinal hews to tradition in papal race
Although its pews were packed during Mass Oct. 10, there was a moment when the Cathedral Basilica of St. Augustine held a solemn silence as a couple processed to the altar with two gold crowns.

our lady of la leche statue has special place in florida diocese's history
The pope's most outspoken conservative critics in the United States include Cardinal Raymond Burke and focused on fighting culture war battles over abortion and gay rights. Relations took a

pope francis says it’s ‘an honor if the americans attack me’
Archbishop Christophe Pierre, the 75-year-old apostolic nuncio to the United States, said when he met Pope Francis at the Vatican Sept. 6, the pope asked him to remain in his post instead of retiring.

u.s. nuncio says he’ll stay,

help prepare for synod, biden-pope meeting
At a conference on “the limits of papal authority” in Rome last month, Cardinal Raymond Burke, one of the key figures leading the charge against Francis, reminded the audience the pope’s power is not

‘heretic’ in the vatican
Vatican to open embassy in Armenia. Yerevan,2, Interfax - Vatican is to open its diplomatic mission in Armenia, the press service for the Armenian

vatican to open embassy in armenia
The Morrison-Johnson-Biden nuclear-powered submarine deal has stirred religious conscience in the heart of Rome with the Vatican Secretary of State, Cardinal with Pope Francis and was

aukus alliance: vatican lacks moral authority on china
This was significant because these organizations were actively spewing Islamophobia in the post war years Eminence Cardinal Malcolm
Ranjith was moved up by three quite diverse Popes: Pope

**state militarists vs. ‘church militant’?**
He is second behind Pope Francis in the church hierarchy. “The Holy See is against rearmament,” Cardinal Parolin said its hostage diplomacy and trade war against Australia have

**vatican drops its oar into aussie bid for nuclear submarines**
The Vatican had never said that he would attend and a Vatican source said that Friday's announcement that the delegation would be headed by Cardinal Pietro Parolin meant the Pope would not be going.

**vatican signals pope won't attend cop26**
In 1988, Pope John Paul II appointed him to the College of Cardinals Throughout his active Peace Agreement in 1992 in Rome, ending the war of destabilisation that pitted the Renamo rebels

**mozambique: president nyusi urges terrorists to surrender**
One of the first things anyone learns about St. Joseph, the foster father of Jesus Christ, is that there's very little information out there on the man himself.

**summit looks at how st. joseph can play bigger role in lives of catholics**
For many decades during the mid-twentieth century French Cardinal Eugene Tisserant Nikodim of the Russian Orthodox Church and Pope John XXIII, who had himself also done his bit during the First